FROM PROBLEMS TO PROFITS

Did you know that an increase of just 5% in customer retention can account for a 25-95% increase in profits?
Our proven methodology strategically and operationally aligns your CX stakeholders—from C-Suite to front
line—around your most financially impactful customer interactions. We collaborate with our client partners to
reduce customer dissatisfaction and create enduring CX change that results in increased revenue. Here’s how:

Insights
on which you
can take
immediate action.

Global
expertise,
25+ countries.

Attitudes
≠ Behavior

We identify the
“most damaging
problems”.

Satisfied customers
still defect.

We have 20+
years experience.
67% of customers
who have a problem
never tell the
company.

THE ISSUE
Customer experience
problems sharply
reduce loyalty and
spend, suppressing
top-line growth.

We identify loyalty
drivers that stimulate
growth.

We focus on problems
that matter most for
maximum ROI.

THE SOLUTION

Organizational alignment
—a focus on what
matters most.

Change
experience
if you want to
change behavior.

You reduce negative
experiences, and
increase
loyalty...

The Verde Group prioritizes customer experience problems
that have a negative financial impact on your business.
We isolate the “critical few” problem experiences from
the “trivial many”, so you can invest in experiences that
represent the greatest revenue and market share upside.

Customer
dissatisfaction
puts 21% of revenue
at risk.

THE RESULT

OUR customer
...customer
retention...

We
research, analyze,
and understand
all aspects of your CX.

Breakthrough
improvements
in customer loyalty,
spend, and value.

Dissatisfaction
Analysis explains an
individual’s behavior
and how to alter it.

Up to 73%
of customers defect
due to easy-to-fix
problems.

...and revenues
and growth.

Develop a
CX culture.

ONLY 39%
of customers are
completely satisfied
with their problem
resolution.

PHASE 1:

Dissatisfied customers
tell up to three
people.

Sources: The Verde Group, Customer Pulse Database

Gain insights
on customer problems
damaging revenue,
share, brand.

PHASE 2:

Quantify financial
risk from problems
your customers
experience.

PHASE 3:

Take action
to improve experiences
for maximum ROI.

PHASE 4:

Continuously
monitor to track
improvements.

A sustainable and
measurable CX
program.

For more information please contact The Verde Group at +1 888 229 3386 or verdegroup.com

